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PA SS O N
Spreader for high viscosity
materials PASSON
 The world’s first patented high-shear spreader for high
viscosity materials.
 A precise multi-staged dispersion which provides
excellent dispersion quality.
 An easy ONE-PASS type which significantly reduces the
processing time.
- Significantly reduced process for mass production in a
short time period.
 The most effective replacement for conventional 3-Roll mill.
- In order to process the high viscosity material, there is no
need for the conventionally conducted pre-processes such
as heating and cooling which maximizes the efficiency of
the procedure.
- Labor costs and energy costs can be drastically reduced.
 Easy SCALE-UP in variouse sizes from experimental use
to production use.
 As compatible with various types of impeller, many types
of procedures are practicable.

Steps of process treatment for PASSON

Came from a word ‘pass on’ meaning that PASSON’s engineering method passes on a process relying on a
long time stirring process using the existing batch scheme and completes the process using our one-pass
system. So our product is a one-pass innovator, an ultimate disperser product.
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※ The process schematic is for reference and the optional PLANETARY MIXER and the PUMP may be excluded in the actual delivery.
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PA SS O N
Limit comparison of the conventional high price
mixing equipment

The secret of amazing shear force through
microscopic gaps in the IMPELLER and PASSON
1) When during high-speed rotation of the three-dimensionally
designed vertical and horizontal ROTOR, ONE-PASS fine
dispersion is possible.
2) The combination of high RPM and impeller which can be
specially designed can maximize the shear force, and
show critical degree of dispersion.
3) Equipped with the technique and know-how, SCALE-UP
from experimental use to production use may be applied
without any problems.

maximizes the dispersion and controls
the increasing heat at the same time.
If the dispersion is strong, dispersion heat is generated
accordingly. However, PASSON has managed to
maintain the strong dispersion and control the
dispersion heat at the same time. In the case of
PASSON, the CHAMBER where the impeller is
located is covered with a cooling jacket which controls
the temperature through cooling process. In addition,
as it is a continuous type, there is no stagnant even
when instant dispersion heat is generated since the
ingredients exits in a PASS form which maximizes the
dispersion. This process has a better cooling effect
compared to Batch type which continues to receive
heat during stagnant.

< Material transfer and cooling principle >

Compatibility of various impellers
Various IMPELLERS are compatible in accordance
with the sample and process which are being used.
In particular just by simply exchanging the IMPELLER
without replacing the equipment, the device may
be used for various processes which can bring high
process improvements compared to investment costs.
※ However,processimprovementscanvarydepending
on the sampel and the current operating processes
in use.
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PA SS O N
Production efficiency of PASSON compared to
conventional process
＞ Comparing 300Kg production of high viscosity industrial adhesives

Energy / cost savings of PASSON compared to the
conventional processes (Producing 300Kg of high viscosity industrial adhesives)
＞ Comparing the total costs
Conventional process (8 hours)

PASSON process (1 hour)

 Labor cost : ￦43,200,000/ year

 Labor cost : ￦5,400,000/ year

(1person×￦15,000hour×8hour×30days×12months)

 Electricity cost : ￦2,040,000/ year
(￦170,000/ months×12months)

 Water cost : ￦240,000/ year
(￦20,000/ months×12months)

 Equipment installation fee : ￦215,000,000

(1person×￦15,000hour×1hour×30days×12months)

75%
savings

 Electricity cost : ￦180,000/ year
(￦15,000/ months×12months)

 Water cost : ￦60,000/ year
(￦5,000/ months×12months)

 Equipment installation fee : ￦60,000,000

(including boilers and coolers)

(Do not need the boilers and coolers)

The total annual investment amount
: ￦260,480,000

The total annual investment amount
: ￦65,640,000

◆ You can obtain better quality distributed with 25% of conventional processes costs.

＞ Comparing the
total energy costs

<Conventional process> <PASSON process>

2-component procedure of liquid state substances

※ Conventional process : it is very difficult to evenly mix a large amount of liquid feed with small amount of additive.
※ PASSON process : A perfect single solution may be obtained by mixing liquid substance and small amount of
additives in a quantitative ratio.

2-component procedure of gas state substances

※ Conventional process : It is very difficult to react gas materials to the liquid materials as the volume becomes larger.
※ PASSON process : A perfect single solution may be obtained by mixing a liquid materials with gas materials in a
quantitative ratio. Mixing more than 4 types of materials is possible making it an innovative
process.
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PA SS O N
 Adhesive dispersion

APPLICATION
PASSON is a strong emulsifying and dispersing process of the incoming high viscosity material
through sensitive multistep impeller(Rotor & Stator) intervals. The powerful dispersion of the
impeller is divided into 3 to 5 step process, which can turn a high viscosity material to create
an excellent dispersion quality outcome in just one-pass. Thus mass production by Tons is also
possible in a very short period of time. Also by using the metering pumps, the even ratio dispersion
of 2 type or 3 type mixture is possible.

There have been problems with dispersing industrial adhesives production with existing DISPERSER or HOMO
MIXER due to the fact that these products leave large precipitate grains and have extremely high viscosity. However
if PASSON is introduced, incredible dispersion quality will be presented in a short period of time. As you can see,
PASSON is able to offer even dispersion quality of high viscosity materials in just a single pass.



<PASSON VIDEO>



 Carbon black dispersion
Carbon black which have recently been used in various industries cause various difficulty in production process
since the fine carbon particles flocculate to each other. Especially the process of dispersing high viscosity liquid
to a equal state has been very challenging which lead to high price and low quality productions. However, when
you use PASSON, production of high viscosity carbon black paste is simplified, and the quality of the product can
also be improved.



 Cosmetics dispersion
In existing cosmetics(packs), the substance is in a form of high viscosity, and contains minerals such as whitening
powder ingredients. In such cases “Agitators” are commonly used for dispersion. However, such process took a
long period of time, and the quality of dispersion was very low, which were a problem for the industry. The PASSON
can also be introduced in such field of cosmetics which can drastically shorten the production time, and increase
the dispersion quality.






 2 type CMC dispersion
CMC(Thickener) is widely used material used in various field of industry to increase the viscosity. While the CMC
was mixed with the DISPERSER until now, we began to disperse them with 2 type mixture through PASSON. With
the use of metering pumps, we came up with a system where a set amount of ink is injected and is dispersed
with the CMC. By using this method, not only can CMC be rapidly dissolved and dispersed at room temperature,
but also the injected ink may also be equally dispersed in a continuous manner, which should be recognized to
be an amazing performance. Especially when green ink is dispersed followed by blue ink, the evenly distributed
efficiency is left unchanged.





 Nuts distribution
In the field of food industry, one of the most frequently asked question is the possibility of crushing large sized
beans, nuts, and fruit pulps. Until now, the general idea of doing such a job was to use the DISPERSER or high
viscosity mixer for a long period of time. However, when the PASSON was used to crush the nuts, it only took one
pass to come up with a satisfying result.
Even with large sized products, it only took a short amount of time to grind them into a small particles. This feature
can reduce the production costs which will be a good foundation to improve the process of food industry.





 Liquid rubber dispersion
After undergoing the wetting process in a solvent for 24 hours, the viscosity of liquified coating rubber becomes
extremely high, making it hardly possible to be dispersed with the existing DISPERSERS. However when you use
PASSON, this is also possible with undergoing just ONE-PASS process. Even with such difficult processes, the
difference of the quality in the dispersion can be observed through the pictures and videos.





 Silica Hydrogel dispersion
We used PASSON to disperse Silica Hydrogel which is a powder that is already holding water in its form. A solid
form of material was disperesed and became liquified in just one pass through PASSON. This is an extremely hard
process which has been tried but failed by many countries with various machines. However PASSON was not only
successful but was also quick. The secret is with the dispersion prcess technology of K&S which is generating
high shear energy in just one pass.
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PA SS O N
Various scales of PASSON

SPECIFICATION
POWER

VOLUME (물기준)

SPEED

PS 003

3 HP

0.5~1 L/min

0~3,500 rpm

PS 010

10 HP

5~20 L/min

0~3,500 rpm

PS 020

20 HP

10~30 L/min

0~3,500 rpm

PS 030

30 HP

20~70 L/min

0~3,500 rpm

PS 050

50 HP

30~100 L/min

0~1,750 rpm

MODEL

 Please be advised that the production may vary depending on the dispersion efficiency of PASSON, the flow rate of the pump, viscosity of the material.
 Please contact us for information on advanced models.
 The speed may be changed beyond standard rate depending on the material or the process.
170 cm

PS 003 (실험용)
3HP

PS 010(SYS)
10HP

PS 020(SYS)
20HP

PS 030 (SYS)
30HP

SIZE
Patent and Design Application Status

A

B

C

D

E

F

PS 003

580

500

115

407

248.5

1552.5

PS 010

1350

765

235

435

562

1425

PS 020

1400

800

250

544

583

1528

PS 030

1780

1000

385

650

640

2175

PS 050

2160

1180

520

784

697

2824

MODEL

 The specification may vary depending on the composition options.
 Contact us for further informations on 50hp.
 The appearance may differ depending on the model.

(Unit : mm)
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